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CURVED COLOURS
PIECES, FIELDS, CRAYON and PLAIN, high quality tufted 

wool rugs, destined to last for decades to come. 
The oscillating colours of the design earned the 

collection its name - CURVED COLOURS.
 

The rugs are available in a diverse range of 
colour schemes, each one with a poetry of its own, 

with different effects depending on pile height.
 

The rugs are suitable for a variety of environments, 
residential or public, and sizes and formats can be 

customized.

From the clothes we wear to the spaces we live in and the cities we build, design is everywhere! For the 
entire month of September, Swedish Secrets lifts the lid on contemporary Swedish design.

Over 40 designers, architects and fashion designers committed to developing a more sustainable 
society invite professionals and design lovers to the Institut suédois for showrooms, talks and 
workshops.

Swedish Secrets:  a month of 
design at  the Institut suédois! 
02.09.2022 – 02.10.2022 

Institut suédois
Swedish Institute
11 rue Payenne
75003 Paris, France

+33 (0)1 44 78 80 20
institutsuedois@si.se
www.institutsuedois.fr
www.sweden.se

The rug PIECES in PARIS 
’Swedish Secrets’ exhibition

at Institut Suédois Sept 2 - Oct 4



RUG DESIGNS

PIECES PIECESFIELDS FIELDS

CRAYON CRAYONPLAIN PLAIN



CRAYON SQUARE

FIELDS STRETCHED

PIECES STRETCHED

PLAIN CIRCLE
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BESPOKE

The 20 mm height are also available with cut surface for a more 
’silky look’. To achieve as high contrast as possible between the 
different colour fields we recommend to use the ’uncut surface’.

All rug designs are available in any sizes or formats.



COLOUR DESIGN FLAVOUR

PIECES PLAINFIELDS

CRAYONSumacMenthe Furikake

Himalaya SageCardamon Turmeric



COLOUR DESIGN MINERAL

PIECES PLAINFIELDS

CRAYONCopper Iron Brass

Clay Sand Silver Chalk



COLOUR DESIGN WAVES

PIECES PLAINFIELDS

CRAYON

Rock Beach

Sea

Ocean

Sunshine

Bubbles

Pool



COLOUR DESIGN FOREST

PIECES PLAINFIELDS

CRAYON

Sphagnum Birch

LichenMushroom Moss

ChanterelleBark



COLOUR DESIGN SHADOW

PIECES PLAINFIELDS

CRAYON

MurkObscureAmbience

GhostDarkShade

Phantom



COLOUR DESIGN STONE

PIECES PLAINFIELDS

CRAYON

Shale
Limestone Öland 
Granit 
Caput Mortum 
Limestone Gotland 
Sand stone 
Porfyr 



THE PROCESS
”The intention was to make 
a rug with curvy patterns. 
When I started producing 
yarn blends with intricate 

color combinations, I felt that 
the shapes needed to be 

subordinate, as it is the colours 
that bend! This insight gave 

the collection it’s name: 
CURVED COLOURS.”

Marie Dreiman 



ABOUT MARIE DREIMAN
Marie Dreiman (interior architect and textile designer) runs 
the office FILTER STUDIO in Stockholm, working with interior 

architecture, design and colour coordination. She received 
her professional training at the University of Arts, Crafts and 

Design, the Royal Institute of Technology/Architecture 
and the Royal Institute of Art in Stockholm. 

As a former senior lecturer at the University of Arts, Crafts 
and Design and professor at the Swedish School of Textiles 
in Borås, Marie has continued to teach on subjects such as 

Colour Theory, Architecture and Aesthetics, with lectures such 
as ’Does it have to be straight?’ and ’Does it have to be white?’.

In her role as interior architect, Marie has designed several 
offices and public environments with the intention of ’shaping 

the air’! 

Atmosphere is a key word and in her courses on Colour Theo-
ry she explains what it means to ’Hum in colour’. 

The recent rug collection CURVED COLOURS, mixes yarns of 
different colours in order to ‘tease the eye’.

ABOUT 
DAHL AGENTURER

Dahl Agenturer is a Swedish design agency 
operating from their two showrooms in Stockholm 

and Gothenburg. With a devotion to textile 
carpets, Dahl Agenturer has been supplying 
carpets (and lighting) to numerous projects 

since the 1970s, working across offices, hotels, 
retail, schools, private homes and many others. 

Our aim is to be involved as early as possible in 
each project to offer our unique mixture of 
inspiration, knowledge and experience to 

architects and interior designers.

You are welcome to book a meeting or 
inspirational tour in our showrooms in Stockholm 

and Gothenburg - or we will happily come 
directly to you!

ABOUT HITEX
Hitex were founded 1982 in Svängsta in the south of Sweden, 
from where they still are manufacturing their carpets out of 

the finest New Zeeland wool and recycled Econyl yarn. 

With their knowledge and expertice in colours and yarns they 
are specializing in custom designed carpets - using robot 
tufted high end technology machines devoloped by their 

own engineers. Working close with the architect or designer 
to translate their dreams and visions into a tufted carpet or 

art piece for the high end market; residential areas, cruising 
ships, theatres, offices and such.

Represented in Sweden by Dahl Agenturer, 
for design collaborations and interior projects.

For inquiries, samples and price offers, 
please contact info@dahlagenturer.se

Dahl Agenturer Stockholm
Östra Järnvägsgatan 23

111 20 Stockholm
+46 8 665 70 41

Dahl Agenturer Göteborg
Södra Larmgatan 2
411 16 Göteborg
+46 79 011 74 01


